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AMAZING DEAL - GET THIS BOX SET TODAY FOR JUST 99c (Each book available separately for

$3.99, total value $23.94)   "This box set blew my mind..." "I read every UnSEALed book in one

weekend, awesome!""I am so addicted. JJ Jones has done it again!" Love a handsome

Shapeshifter? Adore a hunky Navy SEAL?The â€œShifters UnSEALedâ€• collection combines the

best of both worlds as we follow the fortunes of shapeshifting Navy SEALs and the women they

love!Every book is a former bestselling hit and every book can be read standalone so don't wait

around, get stuck in now before this deal ends!BOOK 1 â€“ ALPHA UNSEALED When curvy Adeline

found herself attacked by mysterious men she feared for her life. However, coming to her rescue

was a muscle bound stranger called Finn Jennings who also possessed an incredible secret that

she was about to discover at first hand... BOOK 2 â€“ DRAGON UNSEALED When FBI Agent

Aubrey Conner finally tracked down WereDragon Chase Bend she found she was unable to resist

his supernatural charms and very soon instead of bringing him in to custody, she was letting him in

to her bed... BOOK 3 â€“ BEAR UNSEALED Ex-Navy SEAL Weston Wright hoped to keep his

secret life as a WereBear hidden from the world. However, when his crush Celia is attacked by a

biker gang, Weston has now choice but to unleash his Bear in order to save her. But now his secret

is out, what is next?BOOK 4 â€“ LION UNSEALED  Ex-navy SEAL Boden â€œBodieâ€• Hart has

been hiding in plain sight ever since the moment he was outed as a Lion Shifter and banished from

the Navy. Currently dating cute Reagan but he knows he can not tell her the truth. However, Bodie

knows that one day his secret will come out. He just didn't know that day was today.... BOOK 5 â€“

TIGER UNSEALED When Navy SEAL Ben Carson found himself kidnapped he knew his only way

of escaping was by seducing the weak link of his kidnappers. That was young nurse Rachel Snow.

Can the WereTiger turn her in more ways than one?BOOK 6â€“ ALIEN UNSEALED Chance Fraley

is a Navy SEAL who is faster, stronger and more intelligent than anyone else. Some would say he is

out of this world. And they would be right.... WARNING: These books contains multiple scenes of a

passionate and sensual nature. Therefore, this box set should only be read by adults, 18+You

simply will not be able to put these books down! Scroll back up and start reading the whole package

right away!
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I have previously received copies of the following four books from this box series in exchange for

honest reviews, which are as follows:Alpha UnSEALed â€“ 4-STARSWhen a man loses the life he

has worked tirelessly to build, it changes him, but Jennings still has the will to survive even if he is a

recluse living in the woods â€“ but is he a man or a beast? Adeline is a reporter; she had been

chasing Jennings for so long, she thinks he is a myth until her life is put in danger and he rescues

her. Adeline tells Jennings about her early life in the military and the patterns of dismissals and

disappearances sheâ€™d noticed that were difficult to explain. Adeline knows there is only one man

that can help them, who shares her beliefs about shifters, but can she trust him? They are searching

for a friend, but instead find themselves captured. But there is also someone else after them - a

branch of the Government who has been secretly on their tail; for them, Jennings has become a

liability and Adeline is merely collateral damage. But Adeline has a rare gift, a power which is as

magical to Jennings as his shifting is to her and it is this that finally comes to their aid when they are

faced with the unforeseen. This was quite an engaging and interesting shifter story that was

enjoyable to read.Dragon UnSEALed â€“ 5-STARSThis was a very well-written, intriguing shifter

story that I enjoyed reading immensely. Chase is a dragon shifter, something he quite readily

accepted as a child, but kept secret just like the other members of his family. Now he is a high

ranking officer in the Navy SEALS, but is being plagued by unexplained dreams involving his older

sister, Katie.
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